


Introduction

RFID is an abbreviation of Radio-Frequency Identification. 

Radio-Frequency Identification uses radio waves to read infor-
mation on a tag attached to an object.

 

RFID Symbol



How RFID Works

A RFID system is made up of two parts: a tag or label and a 
reader. 

RFID tags or labels are embedded with a transmitter and a 
receiver. 

The RFID component on the tags have two parts: a microchip 
that stores and processes information, and an antenna to re-
ceive and transmit a signal. 

The tag contains the specific serial number for one specific 
object. 

RFID Tag / Label 
This is attached to a bank card, product or key fob, for example.



How RFID Works

To read the information encoded on a tag, a two-way radio 
transmitter-receiver called an interrogator or reader emits a 
signal to the tag using an antenna. 

The tag responds with the information written in its memory 
bank. When the tag is housed in a contactless debit or credit 
card, the information in its memory bank is the important card 
details.

The interrogator will then transmit the read results to an RFID 
computer program.



Pros and Cons

On the pros side, RFID makes simple tasks faster. 

Contactless payments make paying for smaller purchases 
quicker and more hygenic (Have you ever seen a supermarket 
take an antibacterial wipe to a payment terminal? Me neither.)

Contactless key fobs mean no more inserting keys.

On the cons side, there is a rick to our data being compro-
mised and chips malfunctioning.

Locks and keys can malfunction too, so lets focus on the risk to 
data compromise. 
 
Remember we can protect against this most serious con with 
our RFID blocking products, like Swiftons RFID Blocking Sleevs 
for Cards and Passport.

https://swiftons.com/products/rfid-blocking-sleeves-for-cards-and-passport-5-credit-card-sleeves-1-passport-sleeve-rfid-protection-without-compromising-style-the-perfect-secret-santa-gift
https://swiftons.com/products/rfid-blocking-sleeves-for-cards-and-passport-5-credit-card-sleeves-1-passport-sleeve-rfid-protection-without-compromising-style-the-perfect-secret-santa-gift


How Thieves Steal Card and 
Passport Data

Standing close to the target a thief can use a radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) reader to extract bank details from your 
cards in a practice known as ‘digital skimming’. 

The thief, armed with a suitable reader ,who is within a few 
feet of you, can interrogate the cards in your wallet or purse 
without your knowledge.

This crime can happen anywhere and it is only discovered 
when money has left your account.

A replica card is produced with 
a machine costing just $300. 
 
The thief is then free to use 
a clone of your card without 
interaction or interference in 
stores, whilst clearing your ac-
count as they go.



RFID Enabled Cards

Cards with the contactless symbol (circled below) are RFID 
enabled.

These are the cards that need to be stored in Swiftons RFID 
blocking sleeves. 



How to use RFID blocking 
sleeves effectively

When they are not in use, store contactless cards in your RFID 
blocking sleeves for complete protection against digital  
skimming.

Contactless chips cannot transmit data to two readers at the 
same time.  

 
When paying for goods and services, remove a sleeve contain-
ing your card from your wallet and take it to the payment  
terminal.  
 
Slide the card to enable it to communicate with the terminal.  
 
Once the terminal signals that the transaction is complete,  
return your card back to its sleeve and place it back in your  
wallet.



How To Test RFID  
Blocking Sleeves Work

Scan one or more items at a self service till at your local store. 

With your card still inside a Swiftons RFID Blocking Sleeve,  
attempt to pay. 

If the sleeve is operable, your card will not communicate with 
the terminal and payment will not be taken.



Suspcious Transactions

Always contact your bank immediately if you notice suspicious 
activity on your account.



What Next?

We would love to hear your feedback on Swiftons RFID Block-
ing Sleeves for Cards and Passport.  
 
Follow this link to leave us a review on Amazon.co.uk 
 
Follow this link to leave us a review on Swiftons.com 

You may want to couple your RFID Blocking Sleeves with an 
RFID Blocking Money Belt. 

Swiftons Money Belt has RFID blocking lining that prevents any 
device from communicating with its contents. Keeps your cash, 
belongings and data safe on holiday.  Save 25% when you use 
code promo code FVAC6BZLQRKN. Click /  tap to view.

visit www.swiftons.com 
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/review/create-review/ref=cm_cr_dp_wrt_top?ie=UTF8&asin=B01M8LY7W6&channel=detail-glance&nodeID=560798&store=electronics
https://swiftons.com/products/rfid-blocking-sleeves-for-cards-and-passport-5-credit-card-sleeves-1-passport-sleeve-rfid-protection-without-compromising-style-the-perfect-secret-santa-gift#
https://swiftons.com/products/hacker-proof-money-belt
https://swiftons.com/

